Blessed is the man that walketh not in the
counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in the
way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the
scornful.
But his delight is in the law of the LORD;
and in his law doth he meditate day and
night.
And he shall be like a tree planted by the
rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit
in his season; his leaf also shall not wither;
and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.
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It's All In The Presentation
Dr. C. A. Dangerfield II
Have you ever had a conversation with someone who has been turned off by
church or religion? Have you also become defensive and judgmental towards
them? Or have you become curious as to why they feel that way? Then made
an effort to obtain an understanding of their feelings rather than just write them off
and declare their eternal destination? The scriptures instruct us "In all thy getting
get an understanding" well that requires an effort on our part. Which means we
have to dialogue which means communicating listening and speaking to one
another. Becoming more aware on both sides of the conversation. Yielding to
listening to another's perspective, asking questions to gain clarity on another's
view point and also understanding the origin of it.
Dialogue removes
misconceptions, stereotyping, and misinformation which has been passed down
from generation to generation. Opening the door to a more synergistic way of
understanding and eliminating all manner of falsehoods.
Religion as well as church denominations has less to do with our independent
relationship with God. Where the focus should be at any point. However, we
focus on our organization which create more division amongst people who are
supposed to love and follow His principles. It appears that we spend more time
cutting down one another and the way in which we learn about God and serve
Him. The Devil is very effective regarding the ability to divide and conquer
mankind throughout every aspect of our lives. So, it becomes more difficult to
unify because we spend some much time distracted by so many things. That
even the smallest of issue get overblown into a massive breach creating a valley
of division that becomes hard to repair. Drawing in the innocent who are unaware
of denominational practices but are just seeking a pure connection with
God. Rather than church politics which demonstrate how divided we all are even
if we do share the same central connection which is Jesus. Jesus equally
distributes His love to us; one may ask why it it so difficult to reciprocate. It has
been stated that the church is one of the most segregated places in the
world. Who can respond to just why?
It is one of the main reasons it is so difficult to sustain those who are seeking
Christ among other things. The Bible speaks of patterning our lifestyle and
compassion
for
others
as
Jesus
demonstrated
throughout
the
scriptures. Especially when we read about His encounter with the Samaritan
woman at the well. When you study this passage of scripture and based on

encounter taken place with anyone other than Jesus there would have be a much
different outcome. Our standards today and then are skewed and slighted to
benefit only certain aspects of His principles and compromise others. So by those
standards someone always falls short with no room for redemption.
When we present Jesus correctly everyone has an equally amount of opportunity
to formulate a relationship that will be life changing from the onset and moving
forward. It happens within the invitation an earnest introduction with some
transparency. That's the part which proves all have sin because it includes
ourselves and removes pride.
Giving the hearer of our testimony the
understanding that our relationship derived from truly a place of redemption. You
can categorize sin how you may want to, but the bottom line is sin is sin when it
goes against what God requires of us.
We all are here presently because of God's Grace and Mercy affording us the time
to line up with His principles as well as having the opportunity to fulfill our
purposes within our lifetime so that He will gain the Glory. When we are obedient
to the Will of God, we honor Him. This is when life becomes fulfilling.
Have you ever taken a moment to assess yourself? Have you truthful measured
the effectiveness of your witness? Does the testimony of your lifestyle reflect
impactful victorious that provide notable benefits for living to please God? Or, are
we too self-centered and self-contained to ensure that others see this truth and or
do we walk through life in silence not willing to share truth? We all must
understand that we are ambassadors for Christ, representative of the one and
only notable Kingdom. Rise up boldly for the representation of it not through your
words alone but by your deeds also that are reflective of one's relationship with
Jesus Christ. You don't have to announce it to draw attention to it, it's reflective so
it will show forth itself and be counted worthy by those who recognize the spirit of
Christ within it. It will definitely. speak for itself no hype person required. That's
what makes the impact strong and true. It's all in the presentation! Just be
genuine, not judgmental. With love and kindness have I drawn thee. Patience and
compassion for others goes a long way when you’re struggling for a change. It's a
battle to gain a victory, prayer, fasting and studying the Word of God for the
enlightenment all with persistence to overcome ever obstacles as we strive to hold
our territory for Him which is us.
Have you recognize that when Jesus walked among men and even when he
meant up with His disciples it was about building relationships. He dialogued with
everyone He meant to the point they felt that divine connection. His forgiving
nature was present all the way to His last breath. "Father forgive them for they
know not what they do". And to the man hanging next to Him on the cross who

defended Him in spite of all He was experiencing had the where with all to forgive
and state "Today you will be with me in paradise" Gaining or having this understanding of who is of most importance.
The Greatest thing that God proves is promise provided by Jesus and that was the
presence of the Comforter in the person of the Holy Spirit the keeping power. The
one sure ally in life's battle when the enemy comes to try and reclaim that which was
God's in the first place. You got to understand this one point and it will help to make
sense of things. We are here because God created us for a purpose, His. We were
enticed away in order not to fulfill that true purpose. But that too has already been
rectified through Jesus Christ so that our realignment with the Kingdom of God can
be realized and we have been given the choice to make that decision. The invitation
says come as you are, in simple language your condition is of no concern only your
willingness to want to do so. Mankind can't fix you only God can and in your relationship with Him, He will bring about all of the repairs and changes necessary after
all He's the creator of us all. Just take that one required step. Confess with your
mouth and invite Him into your heart and life allowing him to be the dominant force
against what has deceive you. Turning you and your life into a Victor and not a Victim. Your relationship will open up your eyes and hears to recognize His voice as
you return to your proper alignment with the principles of God and your intended
purpose. Welcome Home to where you belong!

Fed Up or Filled Up
Evangelist Stacie L. Daniels
We frequently hear scriptures quoted such as “…Weeping may endure for a night but
joy cometh in the morning” Psalm 30:5 or “And let us not be weary in well doing: for in due
season, we shall reap if we faint not.” Galatians 6:9 However, the scripture teaches us that the
cares of this world, the deceitfulness of riches, and the desire for other things can choke the
Word and it becomes unfruitful. When someone is choking in the literal sense, it means that
the individual is having trouble breathing due to constriction or obstruction of the throat. No
air means no life.
What does the Bible mean in the context of choking as related to Mark 4:19? The
illustration here cautions us that distractions, worries, and concerns of this life can stifle the
Word of God once the seed is planted and inhibit growth or fruitfulness. Does that sound
familiar? In many instances, there are those who will start the journey of faith well in the
beginning, but life has a way of throwing curve balls along our path, and it is no secret that the
devil, our adversary is waging war for our souls. That is why 1 Peter 5:8 teaches us to “Be
sober, be vigilant (watchful); because your adversary the devil walks about as a roaring lion
seeking whom he may devour.” There are times when it may seem like prosperity has knocked
on your door and happiness has finally found you. Then suddenly, a storm hits, and you are
filled with concerns and the cares of this life. As a result, you slack up reading the Word, are
unable to find time to pray as you once have, and your fellowship and love for God waxes
cold. Circumstances has caused you to feel FED UP with where you are or what you see
around you. That is the exact place the adversary (who is also our accuser) would like for you
to be so he can steal, kill, and destroy. There is no eternal good thing or blessing for you on the
side of the enemy. The worldly system is not the kingdom plan for your life. “Every good and
perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not
change like shifting shadows.” James 1:17 God wants to give you the righteousness, peace,
and joy in the Holy Spirit that flows from His kingdom.
It is important to distinguish that the feeling of being FED UP can result from
circumstance or human consequence. We must be on guard because Job is an example that
sometimes God allows trials to come that will usher unusual and unexpected hardship.
However, it is only to cultivate patience, faith, blessings, and a testimony for others to be
inspired. On the other hand, sin brings about consequence that is a result of human choice.
No matter the storms, wars, attacks, perceived loss, or lack, stay FILLED UP with the
spirit of God! Be encouraged to seek Him daily. You must be assured that Jesus is the lifter of
your head, and it is not by might, nor by power, but by His spirit that you can do all things. He
will never leave you nor forsake you. When there is temptation to let go or be overwhelmed,

let the Word of God be your weapon as you decree it over every area of your life and your
loved ones. The Word of God is your sword, and it will pierce and cut whatever comes to
defeat you. Keeping a posture of humility, prayer, praise, and meditation in the Word of God
will enable you to remain FILLED UP with His Holy Spirit.

Community Health Issues
Sgt. Nate Griffin
www.sgtnatefitness.com

My articles in the past have centered around the health of the individual. I’ve made a career of
helping others find optimal health and wellness through fitness and proper nutrition and
education about the fitness industry and food. In future articles I will be covering mental health
related issues and stress management. However, in light of the violence see so much of today,
I’d thought I’d share my take on some of the causes behind these brazen acts of random
community destruction.
I’m a product of the 60’s and 70’s. While growing up, it was common to have the community
a true village of people who would report your actions to your parents. If you did something
wrong, they’d go as far as give you a few lashings and then, once your mom and dad (yeah,
mom and dad was still home for many black families then) found out, you get another dose of
‘lovin’. If the teacher said you behaved untoward or was disruptive in class. Your parents got
to work to resolve the matter. The neighbors knew who lived in the ‘hood’, who the trouble
makers were, who lived where, who worked and who didn’t. Now, yes, this at times was very
intrusive. Very irritating and bothersome to many. However, when there was a problem, you
didn’t have to worry much about the unspoken ‘Don’t snitch’ rule. This doesn’t mean that
there weren’t problems in these communities. It just means, there were more watchful eyes
about and therefore, problems could quickly be resolved with the support of the proper
authorities in a timely manner. In my neighborhood, we had a police officer named Mr.
McNeal. He was an older tall strong looking black man. He was intimidating and I saw him
use his night stick as a switch on a few kids who were acting out of place. Trust me, me he was
going at their heads. He wore their legs out good. Then, later we began to get other officers
driving through the neighborhood without that same love of community. They didn’t have to
show such love and concern since they didn’t live in our neighborhood. Yes, there were gangs.
Yes, there was unrest, protest and looting in 1968 when Dr. King was assassinated. And
afterwards was blight and depravity as the leaders of our communities allow the areas to go to
waste. To make matters worse, the watchful eyes that would scan our neighborhood for signs
of trouble. Were no longer appreciated or welcome to add their 2 cents anymore. Parents start
telling them not to tell their children anything because it wasn’t their job. Teachers were told
not to discipline their children and that the students didn’t have to submit to their authority if
they felt it imposed on their freedom.
As a result, we now have adults who do not respect authority, who will walk off a job at the
drop of a hat if they feel disrespected. They are no longer concerned about the communities
they once grew up in to the point of protecting them from the violence that heavily plaques the
communities now. Through politics, the fathers have been removed so the mothers who are
encouraged to live alone can receive government support, which in turns, breaks up the family
unit in many black homes. The fathers (real fathers) feel unappreciated, unwanted, and unable

in many cases, to be an effective leader in the home since they are refrained from living their
and be more present by the mothers who still have issues with them at the children’s expense. Women are then left with the attitude of the ‘I don’t need a man’ vibe. And are told by
their mothers, “You will grow up not needing to rely on a man for anything”. “Your father
was nothing, men are nothing and so forth”. So, they go out into the world with that attitude.
And wonder why they can’t find ‘Mr. Right” not realizing they spoke it when they said “I
don’t need a man”. Now maybe it’s true. You don’t need a man. However, if you have children between the two of you, they do! Children need the benefits and support of both parents. It provides a balance the government can’t give.
Independence is one thing. And we all need to learn to be independent. But, taking the attitude that you don’t need anyone, when humans are a social creature and thrive better in social environments. You may find yourself bitter not better, isolated and not insulate from the
world around you. Then you may in turn raise the next generation of adults with that same
view point. Unable to live, work and relate to others. You would have killed off the support
of the community. You would have killed off the opportunity to teach them to respect authority. And without living a strong Christian (not religious) life before them, they will have no
strong foundation to build on to prepare them for the challenges of life. Fathers and mothers
would fair well if they pray for a way to work together even if they are no longer together
for the benefit of the children. I didn’t say live together, I said work together for the sake of
the children. If we truly believe in the power of prayer. If we believe in the power God and
his word. If we truly believe ALL things are possible to them that believe. Then instead of
praying for material things (we can work our jobs to acquire those) let’s put our faith to the
test and pray for direction and courage to make the needed changes in our lives, the lives of
our children and our community.
Wouldn’t it be great to see the mighty hand of God move through our neighborhood and
transform it so that people, more specifically, black people move back into the neighborhood
due to major improvements instead moving out due to depravity. It would be so great to see
businesses blossoming and thrive and our schools improve and the proper values go up and
become competitive as it is in other neighborhoods.
Let’s seek to heal our neighborhoods, pray for our neighborhoods, rebuild our neighborhoods and make God Lord of our neighborhoods again.

Fed Up Or Filled Up
Dr. C. A. Dangerfield II

It becomes intriguing how distractions in life can create such an unfavorable
atmosphere or environment of disenchantment with areas of our life that we
become completely Fed up. Sometimes to the point that we check out or simply
derail on life's journey. Within this period of time, we have the tendency to
disconnect from God our power source as well as those closet to us. Sometimes
it can be so subtle and other times it can be very abrupt. But either way we fall
into a place of isolation render us ineffective. For some they can snap back
quickly but others it is more impactful driving them further into a dark place.

This is why we have to live a conscious lifestyle within the spiritual and nature
aspects of our life's because they both are very relevant and they maybe of two
dimensions but they coexist in our daily life’s. We must wrap our understanding
around that fact. So, we don't fall short in our understanding and lose our
effectiveness in either area. When brokenness hits it effects the impact that we
have being with other's then the breakdown becomes widespread and far
reaching. This is an understanding that we have to adapt to. Our presence
makes an impact on someone's life. As does another on ours.
To bring more clarity think about the importance of the relationship between a
mother and newborn immediately after birth. The mother was a life source prior
to birth and her presence is still vital even after the event of birth. Because the
nurturing and development phase of life is as equally important and relevant to
strengthening that child throughout their development. There is no quick shut off
value.
The process is the process to obtain benefit of fulfillment behind its
purpose. Otherwise, it will manifest a period of frustration where one can
become fed up with the inability to fulfill the intended purpose. Think on that
thought for a moment, re-read this paragraph again if needed so it can sink into
your understanding. Because the principles behind this are very relevant and
they and essential to having one’s desired lifestyle intact.
The unfortunate aspect within society is we have adapted to a microwave
mentally about life in general. The need for speed and quickness has render us
ineffective because we don't allow ourselves to gain any perspective on
anything. We have programmed ourselves to be impatient regarding so many
things that we become ineffective about just about everything. The principle of
letting patience have her perfect turn doesn't apply in our life's allowing for the
creation of a lot of missteps. Which then turns into a lot of unmerited
frustration. Which could have been avoid had we applied the appropriate
principles into the situation. Which then would have eliminated the outcome of
feeling fed up.

The is a saying "If you truly want to hide something put it in a book" this is a true
statement. Because the principles of God can be found in His Word. If we only
follow the instructions, we can experience the promises of God. One key instruction stated "Study to shew thyself approved a workman that need not be
ashamed but rightly dividing the Word of Truth" also meaning it will not comeback void.

Generational Repeated Mistakes
Dr. C. A. Dangerfield II

One of the strongest structures is supposed to be that of family, however it
appears to be one of the most dysfunction and chaotic. The longer it goes
uncheck, unrepaired and misaligned the worst society becomes for each
generation. We lack proper foundation, which brings on greater principles and
values which should be duplicated within the hearts and minds of our children. It
becomes more difficult to instill because society is not focused on God's principles
but man's ills. The abundance of greed with the lack of compassion. Entitlement
and envy which continues to produce an overwhelming illustration of oppression
that appears to be the societal focus and message to keep one in check based on
the narrative of mental control.
But then there is always hope that ram in the bush. That remnant of God's people
that truly live, by abiding to the principles of God's. Where those who are
observing can see the hands of God delivering on His promises proving that His
Word will not come back void. Building a kingdom of people that honor
Him. Because they have the mindset, understanding and have chosen whom
they will serve.
Knowing that the greatest attainment one can receive in life is the father’s
wisdom, knowledge and understanding. It is priceless and it is free through
salvation which comes with the greatest relationship and revelation. It provides
peace which surpasses all understanding even in the face of turmoil. It allows you
to understand and see things with a very different lens making commonsense
more prevalent to the truth rather than believe the fabrication demonstrated
through a lie that stokes up fears in the hearts of man.
The Word of God ask this question "What does it profit a man to gain the whole
world and lose his soul? One must ask if we have really put this question into its
proper context. By our displayed demonstrated behaviors and circumstances
derived by the actions to gain such prominent status that would be a no. But also,
the greater understanding must be for those who seek that quest is that there is
another destination beyond this realm in which we currently live in. History has
also shown and museums are fill with them other people’s possession that they
couldn't be take with them when they left our presence. You really have to stop
and think about that it's very relevant. It put all of the methods mankind uses to
amass such stature into question and illuminates how misaligned mankind has
gotten further from the principles of God. Because the focus is on possessions of
items and not that of Godly principles demonstrated by a society that mainly
operates in a selfish and haphazardly way.
These bad habits are then what is demonstrated before our children as validation
of behaviors in which to follow. Then we watch the news program and read

articles of a rise in teen suicides, because society and all of its ills and wick
disobedience to the Will of God has not been properly instructed. So, what do
we expect when they are completely overwhelmed by all of the compromise that
have been put into place? It not about prestige, entitlement or ones need to have
their ego stroke especially when living a lifestyle contrary to God.
There is always a way out if you sincerely desire. The bible speaks about
transforming our minds by not conforming to standards of mankind. Going back
to aligning ourselves to the principles of God. Starting fresh establishing that
solid relationship with God and His son Jesus and also taking the ultimate step of
receiving the Holy Spirit which is that keeping power to pull and sustain you from
your former ways. He will eliminate the chatter and distractions by refocusing us
on the things of God. Teaching us how to identify, walk, learn and fulfill our
intended purpose in life.

When You Make An Adult Decision
Dr. C. A. Dangerfield II

We are continuously making adult decisions day after day. When we do we come
to the realization that they genuinely impact others as well as ourselves. When
this realization happens and is truly noted we then have crossed into a new
dimension within our thinking as well as our maturity. Now we are at the threshold
of our true ability to navigate through our lives. It is far more than just having the
physical attributes of being an adult but we must be in possession of the full
mental capacity as well. Otherwise, we will have consistently difficult outcomes
because we are not yet there.
Just because one meets a numerical societal threshold does not mean they are
mentally and emotionally strong enough. One clear indicator of this is, simply their
response. This will reflect back to an even key and crucial indicator of life's
preparations which is and has always been the responsibility of their parents. Now
if you are paying attention to the wording and spelling as well as the meaning. You
will latch on to a real big accountable cause placed on mankind found inside the
life manual, referred to as the Word of God. The cute acronym used by many and
followed by few depending on the subject matter is "Basic Instructions Before
Leaving Earth".
Well, that's really not a chuckling moment but more so a well-placed indicator to
remind us that God has principles in place to help us with fulfilling our purpose, the
reason for our existence. That goes to show us that we have a unique and
compiling responsibility which has been place within us. We will explore this point
a little further later on. Parents this is plural not singular meaning dual
responsibility, not seed dropping and run on. But staying steadfast to the
responsibility of nurturing, cultivating and imparting for a successful outcome.
Mankind's society has failed miserably at this very point within the process
because from the first time it was incorrectly followed and not immediately
corrected it became a acceptable practice that is still practiced today. A societal
woe, a gaping wound that will continue to bleed out.
The manual (The Word of God) provided a remedy and an antidote but the issue
that is, is that society has placed no great value on the power of the manual (The
Word of God) as a preventive answer and application. But has made its value as a
reactive one instead, making mankind misfits at our inception. There are those
who have put into practice the following of the principles from the inception of life
giving their children an even greater opportunity to live out their purpose and fulfill

God's Will. But, for most it's still has been hit or miss. We missed that one key
verse of wisdom hidden in the book. "Train up a child in the way that he should
go” and it also provided a promise "A when he is old, he will not depart from it."
Proverbs 22:6 KJV.
If the wisdom and knowledge has been imparted within your child first, they will
circle back around to it. This will speak to the effectiveness of our instructions
because truthful it will reflect in our children. This is a self-reflecting moment.
What kind of grade would you recommend or receive based on what you honestly
see? If you’re not satisfied you still have an opportunity to promote change and
usher in a different outcome. This would also mean dealing with and identify our
own shortcomings within the process and being accountable for our own actions
first and humbling ourselves to ask for forgiveness.
This will be the greatest lesson in humility and repentance. We all have and are
constantly at this place continually throughout our lives in one area or another. It's
God's grace and mercy that provides these opportunities and repairs the blind
spot where we were unable to see. When we start being able to recognize and
understand these facts then we will be able to make sound adult decision.
Therefore, changing the trajectory of one’s life and the legacy that one leaves. I
have come to learn that the most fulfilling inheritance one can leave is wisdom,
knowledge which then births a greater understanding of God's principles allowing
future generations to hit the mark the bullseye. " I press toward the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. Philippians 3:14 KJV
So now the question becomes have we truly reach that level of maturity to make
an adult decision. Our have we yet to reach that milestone because our actions
and reactions are still that of an adolescent or an even younger child that can't get
their way. In that case we still have a lot of growing up and maturing to do.
Especially when we are bringing children into this world equipped because we will
produce a carbon copy of ourselves or worst and still be accountable for their
outcome because we have failed them.

It's So Hard To Say Goodbye To Yesterday
Dr. C. A. Dangerfield II

Let's have a frank and concise conversation regarding an area that many people
struggle with. Periods within and even after transiting into a saved lifestyle that
makes one’s life complete with Christ.
Life in BC (Before Christ) was not miserable in all aspects for some they were
supposedly somewhat content because they were doing something's without
being accountable for their actions or outcomes. This becomes a sense of
entitlement which makes it difficult to let go. Impactfully it can be so devastating
for those on the receiving end of the displayed behavior in as much as some
never recover. As well as the behavior is witnessed, admired and emulated by
others as a rite of passage. Now creating a vicious cycle that needs to be broken
before it extends to a generational curse because mankind normalizes the
behavior. These become the outcomes when we fall out of alignment with the
principles of God. Wrong becomes right and right becomes wrong and we
develop into what the Word of God refers to as a reprobate mindset unwilling to
acknowledge God's principles and become obedient to His Will.
When we can get to an AD (After Death to our will or Decision) experience that
opens the door to hope. Hope for redemption after crossing the threshold of
repentance which is a requirement not a request because we acknowledge our
missteps in order to take our rightful place on the journey to our intended
purpose in Him.
The transitional journey for some can be difficult because of the residue of
implanted images and experiences that we have had taken place prior to our life
shift. Now we must truly eradicate these things but since we are of flesh it will
be a constant battle for territory which begins within our minds. This is not a
statement to promote gloom and doom, but rather to illustrate a clear picture of
what is required to win this intents battle because you are worth it and that which
truly awaits you on the other side is also.
God's Word provides the opportunity, guidance and blueprint to get there. Taking
the time to align ourselves correctly will make it all work. I stated that we are
flesh and that is where the battle of wills takes place. We have made the step
across the threshold but we have to create an alliance with the Holy Spirit which
Christ sent to us as a comforter. Just as important as our confession and
acknowledgement leading to our repentance. So, must be the invitation in which
we invite the Holy Spirit to come into our lives to reign. The Holy Spirit allows us
not to conform to this world, provides the necessary guidance towards renewing
our mind. Then allows us to prove what is that good and acceptable will of God.
Getting us back to the place of fulfilling our intended purpose. We gain strength

each time we can be transparent about the transition because it reminds us of His
love and humbles us at the same time so that pride cannot enter in so we don't
have do our first works over again.
We become grateful when we can see the Glory of God as He has intervened
throughout our lives. Opening the way for use to fulfill the intended purpose He
had for us. He values use other than those who have no remorse for destroying
something they did not create because they deemed it so. It is a blessing when
you are found in your rightful place of relationship with God there is safety and
peace.

